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"WE AXE NOW FACED WITH THE
FACT THAT TOMORROW IS TODAY.
WE ARE CONFRONTED WITH THE
FIERCE URGENCY OF NOW . .
Volume LXXXVI
Campius Welcomes Blacks
For BSA-Hoste- d Weekend
In accordance with one of the
proposals in the Black Manifesto
to increase Wooster's black student
population by 150 new black
freshmen next fall The Black Stu-
dents Association will sponsor a
Black Students Weekend from Fri-da- y
noon to early Sunday after-
noon. The purpose of the Prospec-
tive Black Students weekend, ac-
cording to Ben Matthews and Tony
Alford who head the Committee
of Admissions of the BSA, is to
expose the College to a greater
number and variety of black stu-
dents. In return, the prospective
black students will receive some
knowledge of Wooster's academic
and social atmosphere.
BSA has sent out 257 invitations
to black students encountered in
their ten visits to high schools be-
fore Christmas and in numerous
visits by Wooster's black and white
students to high schools in their
home areas during Christmas
break. Students from Ohio, Penn-
sylvania, and Missouri are ex-
pected to attend the three day
sessions.
The highlight of the entire pro-
gram will be the Workshop start-
ing at 11:30 Saturday morning.
It includes a short talk by By
Morris, Director of Admissions, on
the mechanics of preparing appli-
cations to the College. Dean Cope-lan-d
will be available for general
questions about the College. The
main event of the Workshop will
be a talk given by the Black Stu-
dents' Association on the members'
collective and individual impres
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sions of Wooster. The prospective
students' questions will be answer-e- d
after the talk. Greater depth
has been added to the program by
the BSA's invitation to Wooster
black alumni to participate in the
program. BSA seeks to demon-
strate to them the new black
solidarity on campus symbolized
by BSA. It is hoped that they can
aid black students in raising funds
to support their effort to materi-
ally increase black enrollment at
Wooster. In addition, their infor-
mation about job possibilities and
general prospects for blacks after
graduation from Wooster is re-
garded as important information
for present black students as well
as the prospective ones.
In their free time, prospective
students will have an opportunity
for recreation which includes open
game rooms on Friday and Satur-
day nights and two-all-camp- us
dances. The Friday night dance is
an informal affair. The Saturday
night dance which lasts from 9:30
to 1:30 (Lowry closing time will
be 2:00) will feature music by
the Four Mints of Columbus, Ohio.
Students Fasf
by Chris Dudbridge
A ten-da- y fasting period has
been designated as the main thrust
of this month's Moratorium ac-
tivities.
The fasting period began yester-
day (which was both Dr. Martin
Luther King's birthday and the
June 30 (which marks the anni-
versary of Congo independence),
the new Regime of General Mobu-t- o
proclaimed Patrice Lumumba
National and Continental Hero.
While in prison a few days before
his assassination, Lumbumba still
showed his heroism in speaking of
the future of Africa and its
people:
'The day will come when his-
tory will speak. But it will not be
the history taught in Brussels,
Paris, Washington or the United
Nations. It will be history that
will be taught in the countries
which won freedom from colonial-
ism and its puppets. Africa will
write its own history and in both
LUMUMBA
Student Tributes African
by Pierre Send
My dear friends and students, I would like to bring to your
attention an event which happened on Jan. 17, 1961, in the Congo.
I ask you to think with me about those peoples who are fighting for
their independence and liberation from oppression and colonialism
over the world. Also, to think of the leaders who were killed by
the enemies of human rights and human development. One of these
leaders is Brother Lumumba Patrice of Congo, Africa.
Jan. 17 is an honorable date in
the history of the Congolese, all
Africans, and all the oppressed
people of this world. This date
will remain in the heart of each
African.
Jan. 17 is the anniversary of
the death of the liberator of Con-
go, the hero of the liberation of
Africa and African Unity: the
Premier Ministre Patrice Emery
Lumumba. This man was assassin-
ated in Katanga under the insti-
gation of the reactionary and im-
perialist forces. It is a great day
of remembrance for every Afri-
can freedom fighter, and for every
oppressed and colonized man and
woman.
Five years after his death, on
PATRICE
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STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER
Wooster, Ohio, Friday, January 16, 1970
week mm
The College of Wooster may
likely be the focal point of political
activity in Ohio during Jan. 18-2- 0.
"Politics Today," as the five
day conference has been titled,
headlines such men as Pultizer-Priz- e
winning journalist David
Halberstam, Ohio gubernatorial
candidate John Gilligan, and Ohio
Senatorial hopefuls Howard Met-zenbau- m,
Robert Taft, Jr., and
Jail Plus A Beating
Bob Carpenter, a junior at
Wooster High School, was sen-
tenced to 48 hours in jail last
weekend and was beaten by in-
mates while serving that sentence.
Charges of truancy were filed
against 16-year-o- ld Carpenter after
repeated cuts from school. He was
warned by assistant principal Don-
ald Walker, who told Carpenter
he thought jail was what he need-
ed. The charges, however, went
against Section 2141.35 of the
Ohio Revised Code which protects
For Moratorium
Vietnam Moratorium Committee's
Peace Action Day for this month)
with an informal service in the
Pit, and will officially extend to
Sunday, the 25th, when an in-
formal communion service will
mark the official breaking of the
fast.
Although the official length of
the fasting period is ten days, it
has been made clear that all par-
ticipants are not expected to carry
out their fast for the full time if
they do not feel able to do so.
During the fasting period, there
will be several informal gatherings
in the Pit. These will be open to
the entire College community, and
will have a two-fol- d purpose: to
facilitate the development of a
spirit of community among the
participants in the fast, and to
convey this spirit to the rest of
the community.
Fasting was adopted as a part
of the January Moratorium ac-
tivities for several reasons. The
act of fasting, although limited
in scope, can enable the partici-
pants to comprehend more fully
the sufferings which millions of
people are forced to endure. It is
quite evident that the rest of the
world pays a much dearer price
for opposing United States mili-
tarism.
However, the fast's organizers
feel that this action is potentially
the first step toward a stronger
commitment that is, it represents
a progression from a symbolic
gesture to one in which the in-
dividual is actually giving of him-
self.
Fasting can also represent a
small but significant step towards
one's adopting a life of peace. It
represents a turning away from a
superficial concern for the self to
a deeper concern for the lives of
all humans.
Thus, the importance of the
fast lies beyond this ten-da- y period
of fasting, and can only be effec-
tively measured 'in the degree of
commitment which is fostered on
a permanent basis.
rass Roote
John Glenn.
A corps of political scientists,
clergy, activists, faculty and stu-
dents form the nucleus of each
day's events. Following a daily
theme, the conference format will
include major addresses followed
by "rap-up- " panels each evening
at 9:30 in the Pit. Here, students,
faculty, and invited guests will re-
view the day's activities from
From Truancy Rap
juveniles from being put in jail.
Police apprehended the boy last
Friday night in Lowry Center and
took him to the county jail. Car-
penter says he went into the cell
and went to sleep.
"Around 2:00 a.m. water was
being thrown at me from both
cells and I was getting much raff
because I was new and because
I had long hair."
The doors between the cells open
automatically at 6:00 a.m. and at
that time Carpenter was told by
the cellmates that to stay in that
cell block he would have to fight
one of them. "I told them I didn't
want to, that I just wanted to spend
my 48 hours in jail."
"They picked a person who
started to fight; I covered my-
self. I don't think I ever hit
back, I just hurt"
Carpenter states that he said
nothing at this time to the trustee
guarding the cells for fear of mak-
ing his cellmates beat him again.
BOB CARPENTER
Sunday he received what he
called the pink blanket treatment.
"I came out from breakfast and
they threw a pink blanket over me
so I couldn't see. They beat me in
the back, face, sides, and eye."
Carpenter received his worst in-
juries at this time.
"Finally they said, 'you've had
enough.' I demanded to the trustee
just outside the cell to have a de-
puty brought up to give me a cell
by myself. My request was not
transferred. The trustee did give
me a cigarette, though."
Carpenter was released Sunday
at 7:00 p.m.
"The sheriff was mad because
I was punished and asked who
punished me. I didn't say for the
simple fact that I may go in
again."
Carpenter told VOICE he knew
none of the people who beat him,
just that they were around ages
16, 19 and 22.
When questioned about beatings
in the juvenile division of the jail,
Deputy Glen Montgomery said,
"Well, those boys have skirmishes
in there sometimes; you know how
boys are."
j "WE STILl HAVE A CHOICE TODAYi
I NON-VIOLE- NT COEXISTENCE OR VIO- -I
LENT COANNIHIAITION. THIS MAY
WEU BE MANKIND'S LAST CHANCE
I TO CHOOSE BETWEEN CHAOS AND
COMMUNITY." MARTIN LUTHER KING
A Polite
To Theology
varying perspectives.
The program has been assem-
bled by the Lowry Center Board,
with the cooperation of the Cur-
rent Issues Committee of SGA,
Campus Christian Association,
Black Students Association, Col-
lege Democratic Club, Social Ac-
tion Committee, and Young Re-
publicans Club.
The conference hopes to seek
the greatest campus participation
possible. They have made the re-
source people available to stu-
dents during the day and are en-
couraging profs to take notice of
the conference for classes. Broad
participation is urged in the eve-
ning "rap-up- " sessions in the Pit.
(Continued on Page 5)
Inflation To Blame
For Tuition's Boost
by Clint Morrison
Every year the high cost of
college gets higher. Not just tui-
tion, but everything else books,
room and board, clothes, supplies,
down to the candy at the Lowry
Center counter.
While national cost-of-livin- g in-
dexes continue to spiral upward
at a rate of roughly six percent
this year, the cost of higher edu-
cation spirals one or two percent
faster, according to Dr. Hans H.
Jenny, College Vice President of
Business and Finance.
Book Store Manager Don Noll
tells how increased production
costs and manufacturers' unwill-
ingness to let bills fall due at later
dates have put the squeeze on his
budget, affecting both the price
and the quality of goods in the
store.
And every year, parents receive
announcements of increases in
costs at the College of Wooster,
where tuition has doubled since
1962, with total costs up about
30 percent since the present senior
class entered. The effects of in-
flation in the cost of higher educa-
tion have hep.n nlainlv flt Viv
every student in that time.
Dr, Jenny cited four main
reasons for the upward push in
costs. First, the 7 to 8 percent rate
at which faculty and administra
tive salaries must be increased to
effectively compete on the open
market with other universities.
This is partly due to increased
demand for qualified persons, and
partlv in recognition of a need for
- -l
salaries equal to those of similarly
qualified professionals in other
helds, such as law and medicine.
The minister, whose salary may be
low by comparison, often gets a
break in the provision of a free
manse, a valuable asset in these
days of high-price-d housing.
Second, the small student-facult- y
ratio, eleven-to-on- e at Wooster,
plus a stable student enrollment
level, limits the extent to which
salaries may be increased without
increasing tuition to match. Dr.
Jenny cited studies which show
that colleges increasing their en-
rollments are abje to pass along
less of the cost rise to students in
tuition and fees than colleges
whose enrollments are remaining
stable, as is the case here.
Since Wooster is a service-relate- d
organization, any plans to
increase the ratio to, say, fourteen-to-on- e,
must be met with the ques-- (
Continued from Page 1)
Page Two
Paper Honor
Jerry Waters is still in school, but his fate as a student here
rests on a shelf with the near-forgotte- n honor code. Waters has
refused to sign the double edged don't cheat -- do report code, con-
scientiously objecting to the reporting clause. He finds it hypocritical
to pledge to turn in any peers seen cheating when, like most students,
he can't see doing that. Nor does he see honor validated by a sig-
nature.
As it stands, the Code is part of the College: if you don't like
it, leave. In deciding last quarter not to sign the code, Waters faced
immediate suspension. In administering the code and suspending
Waters, Dean of the College Cropp faced student reaction and talk
of suspected racism (Waters was, for a while, president of the Black
Students Association and the combination of his activism with his
suspension might have made a volatile mixture). Furthermore, the
Honor Code was, and still is, in a nebulous state of flux.
So Cropp did a fairly liberal thing. Instead of immediate sus-
pension, Waters was allowed to return second quarter with the under-
standing that if a new code were instituted, he would have a second
chance to sign. If he refuses or if the decision is made to keep the
old code, Waters will leave immediately, not staying out the quarter.
While this is a broad interpretation of the ruling it nevertheless lets
Dean Cropp off the hook more than it does Waters.
The problem remains of what to do with the honor code, and
the Waters issue clouds understanding. Waters and Cropp; student
and administration; the same old impasse. But it's not
The Honor Code was initiated in 1963 by students and was
approved and kept last spring, following a cheating scandal, by a
student majority vote. The honor code revision board is comprised
entirely of students. It is one of the few cases in which Galpin and
Kauke administer a student-mad- e rule. And the current lethargy
that shrouds the code is entirely the students' fault.
Few students have considered the possibility of retaining an
honor system without an honor code. Several professors who are op-
posed to the code, but do not want to proctor their exams, see an all-encompass- ing
honor system as the best answer. So does Mr. Noll
who runs the Book Store, for why should cheating be worse than
shoplifting?
Why should signing our names make any difference at all?
The College has already taken a stand assuming our academic maturity
with the new curriculum and there's no signature required or needed
there. Academic and personal integrity look ridiculous when put in
a separate package, and the institution as a whole looks immature.
The Admissions Department has already taken the job of im-
pressing incoming students with the importance of the honor code.
Simply giving an understanding of the importance of honor at Woos-
ter, so fundamental that signatures are unnecessary, would be even
more impressive.
As for the reporting clause, nothing is going to force students
to turn each other in. Dean Howard King sent letters last year to
many schools with honor codes. Nearly all felt the reporting clause
was essential. Essential on paper, maybe, but even at the United
States Air Force Academy it didn't pass the essential test of prac-
ticality. Occasionally a student will get angry enough to turn in a
student he sees cheating: that's all that can be expected.
And as for honor on paper, that's just never where it's at, it's
in the head.
VOICE Friday, January 16, 1970
loHors To Tbo (Editor
WRITERS' DILEMNA
To the Editor:
The conventional newspaper and the literary
magazine as a finished product are obsolete. For
the college writer, a reality that is a process lies
somewhere between news reporting and image
recording. The manifestations of this realm are
both spontaneous and momentary.
To claim that art of college writers is momentary
is to suggest that these people dream and watch,
standing in the dawn of personal evolution. In this
dawn, there is a tendency for dreamers to fall too
far into images and for watchers to remain too
much in inanimate fact.
College publications inately train these college
writers. If publications operate ineffectively, they
provide only a mis-servi- ce to the aspiring writer,
or potential writer. A writer in a liberal arts col-
lege should be in a position where he is exposed
to gut-lev- el work in many expressions of his med-
ium.
In the present system of publication, the reporter
comes in negligible contact with other literary
voices, as does the poet come in negligible contact
with reporting, or even fiction. Many writers have
never experimented with other kinds of writing and
a weekly publication operating from the realm of
concerned and competent spontaneity could provide
this opportunity. It could be a realm that deals in
feeling as well as understanding, in humanness as
well as human organizational structure, and still be
a realm of integrity.
This is not a problem of the English department
or of simple integration of staff members between
the established VOICE and THISTLE. This is not
an internal problem, because in the greater sense,
we are all writers. We are all in the dawn of our
writing, whether or not we write. Is not communi-
cation in different merit a part of us all? How
many of us have written a poem in an inspiration
what form was it in: some kind of free verse we
recall from senior English or liberal studies? How
many of us realize a whole new self in our letters
to friends, or papers in a "heavy" course?
Should we not have a spontaneous, inclusive,
relevant force in our community as a total weekly
publication? If the paper is interesting and not
simply news, not simply literary work, but some-
thing of the total community, it could rediscover
a meaningful power. Our publications need a new
life style!
James Grabill
The Liberal Art Of Liberation
by Robert Kaven
As long as I can remember the
Wooster attitudes towards Liberal
Education and "Order" (meaning:
a set of rules with sanctions dang-
ling from them) have seemed con-
tradictory. One has come to Woos-
ter to get a Liberal Education; the
rules seem specially designed to
prevent this. Maintaining personal
integrity may mean and for me
has meant, on occasion breaking
rules. Sometimes my Liberal Edu-
cation has been helped by just
such offences.
When a Value such as Liberal
Education demands free inquiry,
limitation of personal intergrity
vital to such inquiry is criminal.
Rules that put a damper on the
freedom to exercise personal in-
tegrity and thus free inquiry
should not be in existence at a
College that dares call itself a
Liberal Arts College.
Such rules exist only in socie-
ties that would be complemented
by the label "Fascist"; they have
no place in a school concerned
with Liberal Education. They
fracture any pretentions at Com-munita- s,
sense of community.
Only those in power feel com-
munity as a force; their wish to
maintain or enhance their "sense
of community" is nothing but a
wish to extend their power. One is
tempted to speculate that desire
for community is a function of
power. The more power a man has
and, by implication, desires, the
greater his rhetoric on the subject
of how fractured our sense of
community is.
So
. . . students must rid them-
selves of their illusions. A college
is not run for students or faculty;
these are merely the raw materials
which an administration and a
board of trustees use in the mass
production of what has, in some
circles, been called an education.
To those who produce this com-
modity, despite the noises they
make otherwise, self-governme- nt
and self-responsibil- ity for students
is as unnecessary as it would be
for a pack of chewing gum. At
the very, very best responsibility
is imposed for enforcement of ad-
ministrative decisions. Whoopee.
Wow. A good slave anticipates
his master's demands. To borrow
a phrase from the blacks, we are
house niggers, anxious to please.
Concern for students very real
among the deans seems to de-
crease as the administrative hier-
archy develops. High administra-
tive officials spend their time think-
ing about an abstraction called
"The College". The next time you
run across it, or the next time it
takes you to lunch, or when it
whispers sweet love-wor- ds into
your ear, think of me. Kiss it.
When a student comes here, or
to any school that claims to offer
a liberal education, he is making
a contract for such an education.
This is a contract I have seldom
seen broken by a student.
It is a contract I have often
seen raped by administration.
When a student breaks a rule
(often one in which he had no
part in making) he is, often, mak-
ing some extention of his educa-
tion. An invitation to continue a
discussion can lead to expulsion,
given the right circumstances.
Rules made for the "protection"
of the student body are often dis-
criminatory. Telling a woman
that, for her protection, she must
not venture into a man's room
smacks of the kind of paternalism
that says Blacks are just people
with a fine sense of natural
rhythm. Telling a senior man that
he may not drink in the privacy
of his room when the law says that
he does have the right in any kind
of a normal situation is abridge-
ment of his rights. Then justifying
these rules, and other rules, is an
extention of Christianity whose
major priority is, for Christ's sake,
Love; that is hypocritical.
After three and a half years of
watching my own honesty whittled
away by trying to be myself, get
an education, and not break too
many rules, I marvel that I have
come this far. Of course I have
come far enough to know that I
have been made into a liar, hypo-
crite, and poltroon. These I do not
appreciate at all, at all.
SCREWED VALUES
To the Editor:
A Poem (written in response to an article which
appeared in the last issue of Wooster's Alumni
Magazine.)
Damn, It seems as though all Honkies want, besides
peace in Vietnam, is a good f --- k!
I mean, they have finally stumbled across that
profound realization that screwing is far healthier
than eating and sucking, and smoking pot, and
marching to Washington with their values tucked
in the pockets of their fatigue jackets.
Take Note and accept the fact that Black men
and women are definitely TOGETHER in every-
thing they do . . .
Elaine Stevens
"A Young, intellectually Unsophisticated sister, who
is outspoken in class."
NO MONEY NO NAME
To the Editor:
Once upon a time many . months of planning,
deciding, failing, and frustration ago,' we had our
last "big name" concert with Gordon Lightfoot.
As if intelligence and understanding were totally
void, complaining and suggestions willout realistic
thought or feasibility reigned on campus, and in
fact, continue even now.
As temporary chairman of BNE, and former
executive board member, I realize information per-
taining to our position is not only appropriate for
students but necessary to enlighten students on a
topic most treat very subjectively. I take it upon
myself, therefore, to make the facts of the past
months known to everyone with the hope that
new understanding and communication will finally
arise where only antagonism now exists.
The first step is to explain the financial fine-point- s.
This single factor is so important because
it in great part determines which groups are prac-
tical and which are out of reach. The annual
activity fee is divided up among various campus
organizations and interests, only one of which is
the Lowry Center fund. This particular fraction
of the original fee is further divided among all the
committees of the Program Board, only one of
which is Big Name Entertainment. This process,
of course, means we have a limited budget to plan
and cover our programs. At present our budget is
about $3,000 which can be compared with the
working budget of Kent State at $75,000, and
OSU at over $100,000. Obviously, we encounter
some difficulties they never even have to consider.
(Continued on Page 6)
by Alan
On December 1, 1969 the fates
of all American men between the
ages of 19 and 26 were decided,
or so it is claimed. In President
Nixon's "New Draft Selection Sys-
tem Fact Sheet" released on No-
vember 26 along with his Presi-
dential Proclamation and
.
Execu-
tive Orders which made the lottery
proposals effective, he states that:
"The new program accomplishes
the following major improve-
ments in draft selection proce-
dures:
1. It reduces the period of
prime draft vulnerability, and
the uncertainty that accompanies
it, from up to 7 years, under the
previous system, to only one
year.
2. It establishes this vulner-
ability for a fixed time in each
young man's life, which will be
much less disruptive to him in
terms of his personal plan-
ning
..."
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These claims are based on the
highly publicized Department of
Defense estimates on manpower
needs which conclude, according to
Nixon's fact sheet,
"that registrants whose birth
dates will appear in the top one-thi- rd
of the random birth date
sequence will have a high prob-
ability of being drafted; those
in the middle one-thir- d, an
average probability of being
drafted; and those in the bottom
one-thir- d, a relatively low prob-
ability of being reached for in-
duction."
Everyone has heard the rumors
about draft boards in New York,
Chicago, and other areas saying
they would have to go through all
of their lottery numbers to fill their
quotas. Many feel that these local
boards are exceptions to the "safe
if you're in the bottom one-third- "
rule. They are not exceptions.
Selective Service has consis-
tently denouced the Department of
Defense projections and maintains
that the only safe general rule is
simply NO NUMBERS ARE
SAFE.
The facts are clear. In the year
1969, operating under the old sys-
tem of drafting the oldest first of
registrants between 19 and 26
years of age, the average age of
draftees nationally was 20.2 years.
That means that in the year 1969,
the average local board found it
necessary, in order to fill its
quotas, to draft all its available
25, 24, 23, 22, and 21 year olds,
and most of its 20 year olds. In
(Continued on Page 3)
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"Nobody Will Listen. Nobody Will Believe. This Cosa Nostra .
bvy Dave Douglasal s I criminals with and tech
(Ail interview with a Justice Depart-
ment official served as a catalyst for
the following article. His personal
knowledge of the Mafia has been sup-
plemented by recent magazine articles.
At the end of the interview at the
Justice Department the official, who
had spent over 20 years working with
organized crime, said he was filled with
hope. "The college kids can do any-
thing. They're stopping Vietnam. They
are turning on pollution. Some day
soon they'll decide organized crime is
unacceptable. Via just living for that
day." Ed.)
Need a prostitute? Heroin?
Looking for a loophole lawyer?
Today these commodities are more
in demand than ever, and Ameri-
ca's largest provider has little to
complain about. You can call it
what you like Mafia, La Cosa
Nostra, the Mob. It is ubquituous,
dependable, and more powerful
than ever.
One might rightly ask why a
college newspaper in the tranquil
midwest would be writing an ar-
ticle on organized crime. Three
reasons. Because it poisons my life
and yours, because it kills, and be-
cause it will, if allowed to prosper,
thoroughly consume our country.
Ten years ago J. Edgar Hoover
refused to believe it existed. Most
of America only began to com-
prehend the extent of the Mafia's
tentacles when Joe Valachi vio-
lated La Cosa Nostra's oath of
silence in 1964. He revealed a ter-
rifying, and almost surrealistic
crime structure, consisting of
5000 individuals scattered through-
out the country in 24 "families",
each headed by a boss (If Valachi
were to leave the confines of Fed-
eral prison, he would be dead in
24 hours and his killer paid
$100,000 by the Cosa Nostra.)
Measured in terms of profits,
the Mafia is as big as U. S. Steel,
AT&T, GM, Standard Oil of
New Jersey, G E, Ford, IBM,
Chrysler and RCA put together.
Joe Valachi was speaking accur-
ately when he lamented, "No-
body will listen. Nobody will be
lieve. You know what I mean?
This Cosa Nostra, it's like a
second government. It's too
big."
Regardless of one's personal
views on Vietnam, it is always a
little surprising to hear we are
spending over $30,000,000,000 a
year there. A conservative estimate
on Cosa Nostra's revenue is
$40,000,000,000 a year. Peter
Mass, author of the Valachi Pa-
pers has written, "The drain on
the national economy is so enorm-
ous that if the Cosa Nostra's illegal
profits were reported, this country
could met its present obligations
with a 10 percent tax reduction
instead of a 10 percent surcharge
increase."
The extent of the Mafia's cor-
ruption is immeasurable. While
there is only a small percentage
of civil officials who are the mob's
marionettes, even limited bribery
continues to help undermine re-
spect for all public servants. Ralph
Salerno, an author and New York
Mafia expert, has declared that
pressure from La Cosa Nostra can
deliver 25 votes in the Congress
of the
. United States. Three weeks
ago most of Newark seemed to
have been under indictment. The
mayor of San Francisco and Gov.
Rhodes of Ohio have recently been
accused by national magazines for
having suspiciously warm relation-
ships with members of the Mafia.
And in Chicago, according to
Time, ... a Justice Dept. report
charged 29 Chicago policemen
with being grafters. Daley pooh-poohe- d
the allegations, took no
action. Some of the 29 were sub-
sequently promoted."
These are just a few manifesta-
tions of organized crime, which is
getting increasingly influntial each
day. When Robert Kennedy was
Attorney General, he delivered a
simple warning, "If we do not on
a national scale attack organized
weapons
niques as effective as their own,
they will destroy us."
Why? For what reason have
we tolerated organized crime to
flourish and swell, within a mysti-
que of secrecy, since the days of
Prohibition. There are those few
customarily law-abidin- g citizens
who derive satisfaction by viewing
from the periphery a fascinating
game of cops and robbers, and as
mentioned, there are some corrupt
civil officials aiding the Mafia to
flout the law. But the primary
cause of the organization's con-
tinued existence can be traced to
the public's magnanimous capacity
for apathy, ignorance, and the al-
most anxious willingness of its
victims to be fleeced. For once,
Nixon's questionable appellation,
"The Silent Majority" applies to
nearly all of us. The Mafia is
sucking this country like no other
parasitic evil has ever been per-
mitted to do, and many of us are
its dull-witte- d accomplices.
Organized crime means "the un-
lawful activities of the members of
a highly organized, disclipined
association engaged in supplying
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TO HEROIN SUPPLIERS AND DOPE DEALERS
DO NOT SELL HEROIN TO OUR
BROTHERS AND SISTERS AND CHILDREN
AMERICANS (Black and White) WE MUST UNITE
The only people that can break white-fac- e dog Mafia, Mafiosi
and Costra Nostra selling illegal heroin and other dope to our
school children, our families, is OURSELVES. Mothers, Fathers,
Sisters and Brothers, all Teachers in our elementary schools, high
schools, our colleges and universities, Housewives and Working
People. WE must unite to end drug dependency and drug traffic.
We must deal with the black-fac- e traitors of our people who sell
dope to our young boys and girls and make whores and thieves
of them for white-fac- e dog dealers in illegal drugs. When black
men take care of the black-fac- e traitors of our people, rest assured
White America and the United States Government will see that
the white-fac- e dealers in death are uprooted from this society.
DOPE DEALERS SELL TO ALL
LIVES AND MONEY IS WHAT THEY WANT
If you know or suspect anyone of selling drugs at our
schools, man or woman that lives in your block or apart-
ment building . . .anywhere that you see them, let us
know, we will deal with them ourselves. They will be
personally warned just once. If they do not stop immedi-
ately . . . WE WILL STOP THEM!!!
(In 20-degr- ee Washington D.C. weather a young black was
shivering on a corner, handing out this mimeographed
message.)
(Continued from Page 2)
major cities, 19 years olds were be-
ing drafted degularly.
In other words, if the lottery
had gone into effect in 1969, no
number would have been safe. The
national quota for 1969 was ap-
proximately 290,000. The projected
estimate for 1970 is 250,000. The
difference is not significant enough
to stake your life on it.
One begins to wonder how Nixon
arrived at his infamous rule-of-thum- b.
Since the Department of
Defense (DOD) sets the quotas for
Selective Service, one can't ser-
iously question their projected
quota for 1970 of 250,000 men.
Their estimated Selective Service
manpower pool of 850,000 for
1970 is a little harder to accept.
It is interesting to note that Selec-
tive Service also submitted man-
power estimates which were re-
jected in favor of the DOD figures.
But even accepting the DOD
projections that 250,000 will be
inducted out of 850,000, things
don't look so good. For one thing,
the DOD also estimates that out of
those 850,000 men, 290,000 will
enlist, so the ratio of inductees to
available men rises to 250,000 out
of 560,000. The Armed Forces
Examining and Entrance Stations,
which administer all pre-inducti- on
physicals for Selective Service,
claim that, nationally, an average
illegal goods and services
When one becomes enraged at the
Mafia for milking this country, it
is easy to overlook the reality that
supply in this case is directly re-
lated to demand. Evidently Amer-ic- a
has an insatiable appetite for
the glittering illicit.
For to attribute all the vice
in this country to the Mafia is
about as appropriate as blam-
ing pimples on the makers of
Nestle's chocolate. The Mafia
survives and swells because of
our capacity to rationalize, to
tolerate the sophisticated spec-
ialty of organized crime, con-
vincing ourselves when we dab-
ble in prohibited pleasures that
La Cosa Nostra is nowhere
around.
Listen to the voice of one conv-
ention-city official. "Guys who go
to conventions in the first place
don't want to watch television all
night. I mean they want to live it
up. Gamble a little. Drink a little.
Play around a little. It is better,
by far, to have this kind of place
under some kind of strict control,
and I don't mean by the police.
I mean the strict control of men
who always seem to run that sort
CD D C Oo
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of 40 percent flunk their pre-inducti- on
physicals.
This cuts the available man-
power figure to about 340,000, of
which 250,000 will be inducted.
This seems to take care of a good
portion of the claimed excess in
manpower.
In the final anaylsis, everything
depends on the quota and avail-
able manpower pool of your local
board, and also on the distribution
of lottery numbers at your board.
The State Director of Pennsylvania
claims that in a survey of local
boards he fould at least one local
board in Philadelphia that would
go through 301 numbers this
month. Local Board No. 1 in
of things best. We need places
where conventioneers wont get
rolled, poisoned or blackmailed.
These professional racketeers can
guarantee us that. None of it is
written out. It's just understood.
The city, for heaven's sake, can't
even acknowledge that such things
go on."
Those who are into drugs sel-
dom are concerned where the
source emanates from. (Narcotics
traffic, mainly in heroin, brings in
$350 million a year. Many fear
the recent determination of the
government to plug up the Mexi-
can marijuana conduit will result
in a pot vacuum which La Cosa
Nostra will find profitable to fill.)
Nowhere is the Mafia's impact
more vicious and demoralizing
than throughout the ghettos. There
it thrives on narcotized human
suffering, building up an escapist
clientele who frantically look for
the time their daily 25 cent
bet in the numbers game will par-
ley into a fortune. (The Mafia
siphons an estimated $250,000,000
a year out of Harlem alone).
For a while the middle class
could ignore organized crime as
something common only to the
ghetto and The Untouchables. The
boundary lines were trampled long
ago. Today Cosa Nostra has pene-
trated 5,000 business concerns,
their executives practicing the
most refined methods of extortion.
Time writes, "A business can be
acquired in a number of ways,
from foreclosure on a usurious
loan to outright purchase. La Cosa
Nostra, after all, has more venture
capital than any non-governmen- tal
agency in the world."
The methods used by the Mafia
today are seldom as blood-splattere- d
as they once were. Nothing
is as abhorrent to the organization
as publicity. But even today when
a "family" boss has ruled it ex-
pedient to have an individual re-
moved, the Mafia is far from ad
verse to using violence. The in-
former Joe Valachi himself was
responsible for 33 murders. A few
years back the FBI overheard the
following conversation between
three Mafiosi telling of the murder
of a colleague who hramc an
annoyance.
James Torello: Jackson was
hung up on that meat hook. He
was so heavy he bent it. He
was on that thing three days
before he croaked.
Gettysburg, Pa. claims that they
now have 85 men available, a
quota of 15 a month, and that they
will go through all 366 numbers
in the first half of the year.
What it all boils down to, is that
the draft is the same old bag it
used to be. If you don't want to
get drafted, you try to keep a de-
ferment until you are 26, and if
you succeed, you're safe. The un-
certainty is as strong as ever, and
your personal plans will still be
disrupted.
The new draft lottery reminds
me of something I heard a couple
of years ago about a new Nixon.
I didn't raise my hopes then
either.
na DUonas
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It's Too. . Big"
Joe Valachi (1964)
Fiore Buccieri (giggling): Jack-
ie, you shoulda seen the guy.
Like an elephant he was, and
when Jimmy hit with that elec-
tric prod ...
Torello (excitedly): He was
floppin' around on that hook,
Jackie. We tossed water on him
to give the prod a better charge,
and he's screamin' . . .
Life recently spent two issues
covering the Mob's strength
throughout the country, publishing
pictures of the 24 "family" bosses.
The natural reaction is to cry that
if their identies are known, why
haven't they been brought to trial.
A few have been arrested, usually
on minor charges. But most con-
tinue to walk around free, thanks
to the ingenious Mafia hierarchy
of "underbosses, lieutenants, and
soldiers" who carrv out the as
signments, and provide almost
complete insulation for the men
at the top. Most of the evidence
that has been collected against in-
dividual mobsters has been by
means of electronic surveilance,
and deemed inadmissible in court.
Those who doubt the presence
of the Mafia in their communities
might ask themselves if anyone
has ever looked. While there are
no indications Wooster has ever
allured organized crime, other
larger cities such as Massillnn anA
Akron do not seem to have been
so fortunate. Cleveland has long
offered the Mafia a hothouse
climate, and despite improved law-enforceme- nt
efforts organized
crime continues exerting a pro-
found impact.
The revealed corruption in New-
ark a month ago reached such a
degree of absurdity that New
York's Mafia expert Salerno be-
came furious. He wrote, "The Si
lent Majority consented to all of
this for 30 years. The bad guys
worked at taking over the state
while the good guys sat on their
asses and watched television."
Until recendv public inaction
could be blamed on ignorance of
the facts. Today apathy could be
increasingly ascribed to fear. One
individual reputed to be close to
Manhattan's organized crime was
asked by an interviewer if he
knew such an monolithic structure
as La Cosa Nostra existed. "Be-
tween you and me, I know there
is," he said after lowering his
voice. "But I'm not going to talk
about it. I don't want to fight the
whole world. I've got to drive
home every night and back to
work again in the morning."
It would indeed be ironic if we
continue to sit smugly back and
point to the Mafia as onlv an
aberration of our society. For in
reality it is the logical symbol of
a nation distinguished bv moral
expediency. Writing about con-
temporary America, James Reston
has lamented that there is "no
common code that unites the na
tion and guides its people about
what is right and what is wrong.
Perhaps no such code will ever
be found, but until we, as a na-
tion, refuse to be motivated by
greed and manipulated bv fear.
the Mafia will more than endure.
It will prevail a government
within a government.
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NO MONEY, NO NAME
The next point of consideration represents a dual
decision: what the students want and how much
they are willing to pay. Here foresight is necessary
and lack of it, very costly or disasterous. In the
final outcome, however, it is the attendance of the
student body that makes or breaks the concert.
With this as background, I can now recount the
steps we have taken in the past few months. After
Gordon Lightfoot, our committee decided to gamble
on the really big names with the hope that we
could end the disappointments we have all felt the
past few years. We contacted and were ready to
book the Blood, Sweat and Tears, the 5th Dimen-
sion, or the Temptations, and every one of these
groups in the $1-1,5- 00 category turned down play-
ing at a small school like Wooster because of its
small drawing potential.
The time consuming process of choosing, corres-
ponding with agencies and working out details
was all in vain and we found ourselves at Christmas
time having to look for a new route to follow rather
BIG BUILDINGS,
To the Editor:
An interesting footnote on President Drushal's
speech opening the new quarter was his announce-
ment of a benevolent gift of $300,000 to complete
the new chapel. Although this was certainly a kind
gesture, I couldn't help but think about certain
factors. Namely:
1. $300,000 would go a long way toward solving
the financial problem involved in bringing 150 new
non-whit- e students to the college next year.
2. $50,000 (17 or 18 students worth) went to-
wards a Lowry Memorial. The student union on
this campus is named Lowry Center. Why not a
Lowry Memorial Scholarship Fund!
3. $25,000 (8 students worth) went for organ
pipes. Question: Could not the chapel be paid for
over a long period of time? Whereas money for stu-
dents is an immediate need, I think people should
take preference over buildings; they're more human.
I realize that probably nothing could be done
about the allocation of money, that I am being
editor
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than the planned announcement of a bi? name
concert in February. At present, we are working
to select new and dmerent groups for a concert
still scheduled hoDefullv for 2nd Quarter and an- -
other for third quarter. Possibilities include the
iew lork Kock fit Koll rJnsemble, The Grand Funk
Railroad, Santana, The Chicago Transit Authority
and the Friends of Distinction. None of these are
definite yet, although we are well aloner in estab
lishing prices and availabilities for these groups
and others.
I sincerely hope that this summarv will let vou
better understand our situation. I would greatly
appreciate hearing any suggestions and your ideas
can be sent to me at Box 1750. With a little luck
and more communication between you and the
committee we still may be able to end this year
happily ever alter .
Doug Hicks
Chairman BNE
POOR PEOPLE
unappreciative, or naive. However, no matter whose
priorities they happen to be, I feel frustrated at
buildings getting money before people.
The money is going for a "college chapel"
place for Christian College Community to celebrate
their faith in Lhnst. lhis seems ironic to me.
I wonder if someone would have approached
Jesus Christ (who in some way is connected with
Christianity) and said, "Here's $300,000 for the
College of Wooster if he would have built a new
chapel. Is a "Christian' College represented by its
buildings or its humanness? Is there someone out
there, some wealthy Christian, who will willfully
donate his money for people rather than buildings:
This should not be construed as a slap at the con-
tribution, or the contributor, merely a plea.
If I have offended anyone in my naivete, I apolo-
gize. It's just that sometimes I get a little frustrated
and wonder whatever happened to the "Christ"
in Christian.
Robert Laird Brashear
BANNED IN BOSTON
To the Editor:
I wonder how many Wooster students and alumni,
who heard Jack Perkins on the HunUey-Brinkle- y
broadcasts during the Christmas holidays, swelled
with pride at what he had to report on interviews
with people on our campus.
Do you think his report, illustrated with pictures
of the people who habitually occupy the Union, and
filled with the comments of our chaplain about
our parents, and the report on drugs, which
was based on a questionnaire distributed only to
"selected" students, will win friends for Wooster?
When is Wooster going to start to show an image
of itself as the college it actually is, instead of one
that produces yearbooks like COW, and that has a
SIISI
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one-side- d propaganda sheet such as the VOICE has
been in recent years?
Here is something that you freshmen might think
about when you are choosing leaders on the campus:
when you graduate and look back to Wooster, do
you want to be able to say, "I graduated from a
small but highly accredited and respected church-relate- d
college in Ohio named Wooster," or are you
going to have to feel ashamed to tell where you
went to school?
It won't matter then what good times you had,
or how many courses you faked your way through.
It will be what you have learned and what you can
do with it, and what is the reputation of the school
you went to.
James L. Kennedy
mp ymmw- - '.- -v;;" : v. v. 3
From now until Jan. 26 in the Art Center there are two exhibitions on View. One. an Avhihttinn
including the work of four 18th century Italian Printmakers, Antonio Canal, called Canaletto,
Giovanni Battista Piranesi, and Giovanni Battista Tiepolo and his son Domenico.
The second exhibition,Drawing$ 1850-195- 0, is composed of 50 drawings by artists of Western
Europe and the United States executed during that period.
Both of these exhibitions, and a third exhibition, "Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century Printmakers
of Northern Europe," will become traveling exhibitions as of Jan. 31, touring at first the Great
Lakes Colleges and the Eastern seaboard. Later these exhibitions will be available to any qualified
organization.
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force integration 13 years ago
IbU black students staged a walk-
out, charging racist Dolicies at the
school. All were suspended.
There have been manv other
disturbances and many quieter,
non-viole- nt protests.
During the 1968-6- 9 academic
year some ot the worst disturb-
ances occurred at schools in Los
Angeles and the New York City
area.
All 18 senior and iunior hiffh
schools in the predominantly Neg-
ro south central area of Los Ange-
les were hit by fires, assaults on
teachers, picketing, rock-throwine- r.
and window-breakin- g. On one day
65 fires were set in schools in the
area. The violence started after
the arrest of a black colleere stu
dent at one of the schools.
In New York and New Jersev.
a number of schools were closed
because of violence last year.
A study of newspaper clippings
by the Center for Research and
Education in American Gvil Lib
erties at Columbia University
showed that from November, 1968,
through Februarv. 1969. there
were 239 serious disruptions in--
volving d48 high schools in 38
states and the District of
"In this short period, the num
ber of clippings we have been re-
ceiving monthly has increased al-
most three-fol- d, indicating a sharp
rise in the rate of conflict" savs
Alan F. Westin, director of the
center and a professor of miblic
law and government, at Columbia.
Mr. Westin's study involved only
serious disorders such as "strikes,
sit-in- s, boycotts, protest demon
strations, and riots," but the extent
of student unrest in the high
schools is greater than that.
A random survev of 1.026 sen
ior and junior high school princi-
pals conducted bv the National As- -
sociation of Secondary School
Principals found that some form of
protest had
. occurred at 59 per-
cent of the schools last year.
If(ill Sdmls
Colleges IPrfy AJ Foul?
(CPS) During the Dast few
months, student radicals on manv
college campuses have sounded a
warmng in virtually the same
words: "It you think we're bad,
wait until some of these high
school kids get into college,
fi.- - . .1 . 1 ..me unresi mat nit go manv
college campuses last year also hit
the high schools and with almost
equal force.
So far during the Dresent aca
demic year, activism in the high
schools has been even more wide
spread, than in the colleges. Among
the incidents:
At Bladensburg High School in
me Maryland suburbs of Washing-
ton, D.C., more than 60 students
were arrested after a series of de
monstrations over demands by
Black students. The students
charged that Princiral David L.
Dean had refused to discuss their
demands, but the school later de
cided to establish a Black studies
course and to allow establishment
of a Black cultural organization.
Balboa High School in San
Francisco suffered two davs of
violent battles between white and
Black students. There were no
specific demands involved and
Principal Harold Zimmerman put
the blame on pure hatred be-tew- en
the races.
Students ran throueh hallwavs
and broke some classroom windows
at Riverside High School in Mil-
waukee in a protest over school
regulations.
Several high schools and iunior
high schools in Detroit were closed
after racial disturbances.
At Central High School in
Little Rock, Ark. where National
Guardsmen were called out to en
Unrest is most extensive in larere
urban and suburban Schools, but
even among small rural schools
half the principals reported some
form of unrest.
"One of the surprises of the sur-
vey," says J. Lloyd Trump and
Jane Hunt, the researchers, "was
the fact that protest is almost as
likely to occur in junior high
schools as in senior high schools."
Fifty-si- x percent of the junior high
schools reported protests.
The extent of this unrest has
caused some concern among fed-
eral officials. This fall James E.
Allen, Jr., U.S. commissioner of
education, sent special messages to
high school principals and state
school superintendents warning
them of the likelihood of increas-
ing high school unrest.
Since high schools enroll two
and a half times as many students
as the colleges, "these younger
secondary school students poten
tially are more volatile than their
college counterparts," says Greg-
ory R. Anrig, a U.S. Office of Edu-
cation official who headed a studv
of high school unrest. In addition,
he says, "high school disorders are
usually more precipitous, spon
taneous, and notlike than college
protests.
Student radicals in some cities
have attempted to give more di-
rection to high school unrest. High
school student unions have been
formed in San Francisco and New
York and there have been at
tempts at coordination in Los An-
geles and Philadelphia.
Students for a Democratic So
ciety also has been putting greater
emphasis on high schools.
So far. however, most attempts
at organization have failed. A sur-
vey of 101 high schools by the Jus-
tice Department found only four
with active SDS chapters, and wit-
nesses at six days of hearings be-
fore the House Committee on In-
ternal Securitv said SDS had failed
to gain many converts in the high
schools.
The most common toric of pro
test in the high schools reported
by Hz percent of the principals
whose schools had protests is
against school regulations. These
include rules on dress and hair
length, rules against smokingcen
sorship of student and under-
ground newspapers, student gov
ernment, and even cheerleader
elections.
Racial issues are a less common
topic of protest than school regu- -
.
L--
.i 1lauuiis, jjui protests over racial
questions tend to be more violent.
The survev of Drincioals found
A
only 10 percent reporting racial
protests, but Mr. Westin found
that racial questions were the
most common issue among serious
disruptions.
TllA TiictipA ripnnrt-mon- t cnrvov
which included only high schools
with at least a 10 percent minority
enrollment, found that 75 percent
had experienced unrest.
Some principals believe the col- -
leges are partly at fault for racial
protests in the high schools.
"Colleges are not training tea
chers for the urban school." one
principal told Mr. Trump and
Miss Hunt.
The content of the education
students ar receiving is the other
maior issue in high school activ- -
0 uism. Mr. Trump and Miss Hunt
said that 45 percent of the prin-
cipals they surveyed reported stu
dent unrest over the instructional
program.
Among the issues which students
have raised were quality of teach-
ing, lack of freedom to choose
:eachers and courses, and the con
tent of the curriculum.
Friday, January 16, 1970
The Phantom of the Opera was at Zeitgeist last weekend,
adding film to the coffee house's versatility.
Academy Of
To Examine Generation Gap
Coinciding with President Dru
shal's announced theme for dis-
cussion this year, the Wooster Aca-
demy of Religion is conducting a
series of meetings directed toward
the Generation Gap. The Academy
is headed by Dr. J. Arthur Baird,
Chairman of the Department of
Religion, who has brought together
a number of well-kno- w speakers
in the fields of History, Communi-
cations, Theology and Psychiatry.
Over 75 clergymen of many de-
nominations from Wooster and the
Enviroment Gets
Attention As Bio
Dept. Has Course
Environment has found concern
in the curriculum with a new
course, 200d Human Ecology.
Taught by Andrew Weaver of
the Biology department, the course
is designed to bring non-scienc-e
majors into contact with courses
that will introduce them to the in
creasingly important realm of
science. The first course of this
nature was last quarter and it
centered on evolution and was led
by M. Keen Compher.
As Dr. Weaver described the
course, Human Ecology, "It is con-
cerned with humans and ecology
in a collective manner, with parti-
cular emphasis on over-populatio- n,
birth-contro- l, pollution and the
general deterioration of the en-
vironment." As far as the course
has been planned there will be
little laboratory work and nothing
in the area of field trips.
In conjunction with this course
there is also an I.S. Seminar that
is based on just about the same
topic but is different in that it is
open to anyone interested in at-
tending.
The work on these courses
started last year and is an attempt
by the entire department to better
fulfill the neds of the college for
a more general liberal arts ap-
proach to science. The results are
the initiation of these courses that
work with evolution and ecology
in a less technically scientific man-
ner. More will possibly come in
the future in the order of inter-
departmental programs. Although
there are no plans at present, sev-
eral unrelated professors are at-
tending the I. S. seminar and the
ecology course.
There was a nearly 100 percent
greater response, by the students
to this course, than planned on by
the department. When asked if
courses of this type were becoming
more of what the students would
show an interest in and laber be
able to use, Dr. Weaver replied,
"They will have to if we want to
survive.
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Religion Series
surrounding area enrolled in the
program. Also, a number of Woos-
ter students are attending: these
talks and discussions, including
some students who are attending
as part ot a dyy course.
The meetings, which are being
held every Tuesday this quarter in
the Lean Lecture Room,
.
begin
D at1
.! 11i p.m. wun addresses byJ two outi isiue speakers ana one or more
Wooster students. The talks last
until 2:30 and are organized in
such a way that students can at-
tend as time and interest permit.
After the talks and a short coffee
hour, many of those attending
break up into small discussion
groups with a student and a clergy
man coordinating each group's dis
cussion.
.ii--
The Academy opened last
- .
week
wiin rrotessors Irordon Tait (Re-
ligion) and Daniel Calhoun (His-
tory) speaking about "This Post-Moder- n
Age." Both men made the
point that society is in a process
of a great transformation. They
agreed that the present schism be-
tween the generations was a uni-
que occurrence in the history of
mankind. Both hoped that the
change would be peaceful and pro-
gressive, but would not dare to
predict that.
This week Melvin Vulgamore
(Associate Professor of Religion,
Ohio Wesleyan University) re-
called the religion of the fifties
"Piety on the Potomac," Billy
Graham and Norman Vincent
Peale, with God as the "accessory
man-upstairs-
." Secularized, anti-establishm- ent
"faith in realism" of
the sixties sets itself against what
Vulgamore labeled "New Piety on
the Potomac" which presses for
law and order in our governmental
system All is well in America as
long as we pray publicly at Bowl
bames.
Documentary Film
Examines Problems
The Ida Sue School of Wayne
County, a school for retarded
children, is the topic of a docu
mentary him being made by Louis
Castelli. Castelli won first prize
last spring in Lowry Center's
Lively Arts film contest.
Dealing with the history of the
school, the documentary also turns
its camera on the children, exam
ining the problems of the retarded
child. Castelli, hopes, in this
way, to make the viewer under-
stand the scope of the child's full
capabilities.
. The film, as yet unfinished, will
be used bv the school for fund
raising and by Castelli for his In
dependent Study, but no plans
have been made for a showing on
campus.
VOICE
Unsure Of Philosophy, Unable To Act
Living-Learnin- g Experiment Shelved
A proposed merger of living
and learning was put on the al-
ready crowded shelf of ideas not
covered by Wooster philosophy.
The suggestion for an experimental
co-e-d co-o-p living situation formed
around a central academic pur-
pose, was taken directly to Presi-
dent Drushal and received his
veto.
The proposal was conceived last
quarter by a small contingent of
Student Flicks For
1970 Art Festival
Wooster filmmakers will for the
second year have the opportunity
to show their work while compet-
ing for cash awards in a film con-
test slated for spring. All members
of the student body, faculty, and
administration are eligible to enter
their homemade flicks.
The films must fall into one of
two categories. A "Production" is
a feature or documentary of any
length or millimeter, silent or
sound, and may utilize any editing
or other techniques. The "Fifty
Footer" classification calls for a
length of fifty feet in either eight
or super eight millimeter, silent
or sound; production techniques
are restricted to what can be
achieved with the camera itself.
For those without equipment, 8mm
and super omm cameras are avail
able.
Two hundred dollars worth of
cash prizes will be on the line.
First prize of $75 will go to the
winner in the Production category,
with $50 and $25 for the second
and third place filmmakers in that
division. Tops in the Fifty Footer
class will win $25, and the runners-u- p
will receive $15.00 and $10.00
awards.
The deadline for preliminary
entry blanks is teb. 1. The films
themselves are due by midnight
April 4. Ihe flicks will have a pub-
lic showing when Lowry Center
Board sponsors a repeat of the
Lively Arts Festival instituted last
year. Ihe program is Currently
scheduled for April 6-1- 0.
Jan. Conference
To Warm Winter
By nearly every account, last
'October's engagement of the alum-
ni's ears was a rhetorical disaster.
Homecoming nostalgia reigned as
talking over contemporary campus
crises seemed relatively trivial
compared to sharing some thoughts
with a classmate of '24 just spot-
ted on Quinby Quad.
The upcoming conference, avoid- -
ing the pitfall of last autumn, will
be held at a time of relative tran
quility Jan. 30 and 31 preced- -
.f 1- - 1 1ing me anticipated mio-wini- er
scholastic slump. The conference
has been planned in accordance
with rresident Drushal s adopted
theme for the current school year,
Community in a Fractured So
ciety. As Drushal articulated on
Jan. 6 in chapel, a community
which hopes to breed meaning and
vitality needs open discussions fre
quently. For this conference all
elements of the campus have been
invited to bring questions and ad
vice, and experience mutual en-
lightenment.
The only red tape for in
terested students is that of re
gistering one's name. An official
table will appear in Lowry a week
preceding the conference for the
purpose of putting each name in
a discussion group.
juniors and sophomores. It called
for a 399 course in Creativity,
sponsored by the philosophy de-
partment, and integrated with an
innovative (for Wooster) form of
housing. The object was to design
an environment conducive to the
study of creativity in both its
theory and its expression through
various media. Mr. Ronald Hustwit
agreed to advise the course, aided
by professors in several other de-
partments. Miss Marianne Novy of
the English department was to act
as "live-i-n advisor" for the three
women and five men who planned
to rent a three-floo- r dwelling near
the campus.
Apparently the incompatibilities
between this concept of education
and the present standards of the
college resulted in the rejection of
the proposal by Mr. Drushal who
was not available for comment at
this writing.
Acting Dean of Students Henry
Copeland spoke of the basic ob
MORE ON
Politics Week
(Continued from Page 1)
Sunday, Jan. 18 Theme: "Theology and Peace"
Moderator: Ray Swartzback, Pastor, Westminster Church
10:30 a.m., Phys. Ed. Center Jim Campbell, Industrial Mis-
sion, Detroit, Mich. Topic: "Theological Implications of Political
Action Within the Urban Structure."
2:00 p.m., L. C. Pit Informal Discussion with Jim Campbell.
8:00 p.m., Severance Gym David Halberctam. Pulitzer Pn'ro
Winner. Topic: "New Politics: What It Is, and Why."
9:30 p.m., L.C. Pit Rap-U- p with Rosie Menninger, Alan
Unger, and Dave Douglas
Monday, Jan. 19 Theme: "New Politics Within the System"
(Peace Theme)
Moderator: Kent Weeks, Political Science Dept., Wooster
1 2 Noontime Lecture, L.C. Flex. D.R. Bill Hale, West Side Com-
munity House, Cleveland. Topic: "Organizing for Change."
2:00 p.m., L.C. Pit Informal Discussion with Bill Hale: "Op-
portunities in Social Service."
7:30 p.m., Severance Gym John Gilligan, Candidate for
Governor of Ohio. Topic: "State Government in the 70's"
9:30 p.m., L.C. Pit Rap-U- p with Kent Weeks, Moderator;
Richard Bell, Sheldon Schecter, and students
Tuesday, Jan. 20 Theme: "Community Organization-Gr-ass
Roots Movements"
Moderator: Father Murphy, Cleveland
1 1 :00 a.m.. Chapel, Severance Gvm Howard Maodv. Judson
Memorial Church, New York
12 Noontime Lecture, L.C. Flex.
Service Commission, Cleveland.
2:00 p.m., L.C. Pit Informal
and Murphy
7:30 p.m., L.C. allroom Russ
Cleveland, with panel of: Bill Hale, Marvin Chernoff, Father Mur-
phy, and Steve Kornblatt
9:30 P.m.. L.C. Pit RaD-U-D
John Pierson, Henry Copeland,
Bill Hale, students
Wednesday, Jan. 21 Theme: "Elected Representatives:
Responsive to Todav?"
Moderator: Sam Speck, Chm. of Pol.
12 Noontime Lecture, L.C. Flex.
Topic: "Grass Roots Politics in
3:00 p.m., L.C. Pit Constitutional RevisionInstitute of Politics
7:30 p.m., L.C. Pit Dick Celeste, Denny Kucinich. Tonic: "Old
Politics Meet the New"
9:30 p.m., L.C. Pit Rap-U- p
-
-
Celeste, Daniel Calhoun, students
Thursday, Jan. 22 Theme: "Examine Your Candidates"
Moderator: Will Irwin, Chm. Pol. Science Dept.,
Case Western Reserve, Cleveland
11:00 a.m., Chapel, Severance Gvm Howard Metzenbaum.
Candidate for U.S. Senate. Topic: " 1970'$ The Decade of the
Earth Man"
11:45 a.m., L.C. Pit Informal Discussion with Metzenbaum
and students
12:30 a.m.. L.C. Ballroom
Senate. Topic: "Educational Policy
State of Ohio"
7:30 p.m., Severance Gym
Senate
9:30 P.m.. L.C. Pit Rap-U- p
w m
Weeks, Hayden Schilling, students
stacle in many cases: The College's
purrent transitional stage leaves it
without an over-al- l philosophy on
which to base its decisions. "Until
that is settled," Copeland remark-
ed, "we will just have to mark
time."
In an effort to resolve the gen-
eral problem, the Deans have sub-
mitted their "social program" to
Campus Council. The plan includes
revision of rules on alcoholic bev-
erages and housing. According to
representative David Douglas,
'The Council is presently engaged
in substantially reworking the
social code of the college."
Indications are that until this
revised social plan is passed and
incorporated into an all-encompass- ing
philosophy approved by
the various elements of the college
until then, proposals such as the
399 and other Uvmg-Iearnin- g ar-
rangements now being considered
by the administration will likely
have a wait on the shelf before
they reach the discussion table.
D.R. Marvin Chernoff-
-
Civil
Topic: "The Police Problem"
Discussion with Chernoff. Hale.
Jones. Director of Urban Leaaue.
with Rav Swartzbarlr. Moderator
Marvin Chernoff, Father Murphy,
Sci. Dept., Muskingum College
D.R. Clavton Ellsworth. Jr.
Wayne County"
with Sam Saeck. Moderator.t r -
Robert Taft. Jr.. Candidate for U.S.
and Budgetary Priorities for the
John Glenn, Candidate for U.S.
with Will Irwin. Moderator.
w
NGER'S
by Dave Berkey
With a successful first half of
the season under their belts, the
College of Wooster cagers face
Walsh College tomorrow night at
the Phys. Ed. Center. Walsh may
not rank with the toughest oppon-
ents in 1970, but the Scots will
employ their positive system of
"one game at a time."
Coach Al Van Wie, when asked
about an encore for the second
half, said, "We must continue to
put a total effort into each ball
game and not think ahead. I know
it sounds trite, but our game-at-a-tim- e
momentum has got to keep
working for us."
What the coach means by
"keep working" is that the Scots
have won seven out of their last
eight games, not including Wed-
nesday's encounter at Mt. Union.
The chief characteristic of the
team in the first half has been
its phenomenal shooting and
scoring. "We've been so success-
ful in our shooting percentage be-
cause we're an unselfish team,"
Van Wie explained. "We don't
force shots but rather pass to the
men in the open."
The recently released NCAA
statistics reflect what the coach
is talking about. The stats before
last week's games had Wooster
in the sixth spot nationally in
field goal percentage with a .509
mark, and those two games
pushed it up to .516, good
enough for third. In free throw
percentage, the Scots are way
ahead of the pack with an .805
mark. The nearest challenger is
shooting at a .780 pace and the
Scots boosted theirs to .807 last
week. Junior center Tim Baab
gained national prominence last
week as the nation's top indi-
vidual free throw shooter with
a .936 mark, but last week's
games reduced Baab's percent-
age to .91 8
In that action last week, Woos-
ter won two Ohio Conference
games to boost its OAC record to
3-- 2. Last Wednesday, the Scots got
off to a sluggish start and had to
battle their way to a 79-7- 0 win
over the Hiram Terriers.
Dick Cornwell's hot shooting
kept Wooster ahead at the half
but only by a 3432 margin. Colt
had 12 first half markers. Dinger
put in 10 and Baab grabbed 11
rebounds. But Wooster's .500
shooting and eight of nine from
We' Were Lousy' Shipe
Comments On Opener
by Tom Hilt
The Fighting Scot wrestling
team will try to redeem itself to-
morrow when it travels to Gran-
ville for a quadrangular meet with
Ohio Conference foes Denison,
last year's champion, Oberlin, and
Mt. Union. Last Saturday the
Scots folded to teams from Ash-
land, Akron, and Adrian in Woos-
ter's only home quadrangular meet
this season.
"We have no excuses. We were
lousy today and that's all there is
to it," were the words of Scot
wrestling coach Phil Shipe.
The only double winner of the
day for the Scots was sophomore
Bob Yomboro who wrestles in the
158-poun- d class. Yomboro de-cision- ed
Adrian's Dave Selleck,
4--0, and Ashland's Emory Olge-tre- e,
2-- 1.
Winning his first collegiate
match was freshman Joe Sprague
from State College, Pa. Sprague
showed real promise for the future
by defeating Ashland's tough Steve
Grubich in the 142-poun- d class.
He won by a 3-- 1 decision.
Junior Doug dough decisioned
Adrian's Dennis Lehman, 2-- 0, in
the 142-poun- d class, and sopho-
more Hugh Hindman decisioned
POINT:
the line kept the Scots ahead.
The Terriers roared out with
two quick buckets to take the
lead. They were ahead by as
much as six at one point and
held it until the Scots began to
regroup. Hiram had been using
a zone defense which altered
the Wooster fast break. Dinger's
jumper with 9:36 left tied the
score at 53-a- ll.
From then on the Scots took
charge and never relinquished the
lead. Dinger had 11 more before
the game ended and finished with
29. Cornwell scored 24 and Baab
led in rebounding with 16.
Last Saturday could be called
Tom Dinger Night at the College
of Wooster as the Mansfield Met-
eor made Scot history with 48
points. As an incidental fact,
Wooster won the game from the
winless Ohio Wesleyan Bishops,
94-6- 4.
Dinger, who should be a can-
didate for All-Americ- a, had 22 the
first half and the fans knew he
was hot. On the Wooster fast
breaks, Tom would stop at the
top of the key and drill the ball
in. The Scots as a team were not
playing explosive ball yet and only
led 44-3- 5 at halftime.
In the second half, Wooster fin-
ally played up to its capabilities,
and all that seemed to matter was
whether Dinger would break the
record of 46 set by Joe Dennison
in 1959. Wooster Sports Informa-
tion Director Ernie Infield was
keeping Van Wie posted on Ding-
er's scoring by sending notes to the
bench. When the guard had made
his 40th point, the third time
this season, Infield notified Van
Wie that he had three field goals
and seven points to go. The coach
immediately called time out.
The coach told his charges of
the situation and if possible to
let Dinger shoot. "Records are
made to be broken," the Dutch-
man said later. "I felt that no
one deserved it more than Tom
did. The team didn't feed Tom
because I told them to, rather
because they felt the same way.
That kind of thing makes this
team what it is." Dinger made
eight of the next 10 Wooster
points. He broke Dennison's field
goal record with his 21st basket,
then broke the record for scoring
with two foul shots. Eric Walz
promptly replaced the "Ding",
who even mustered a smile
Adrian's Tom Fingaban, 2-- 1, in
the 167-poun- d class to round out
the Scot victories for the day.
Two Scot grapplers who showed
promise were freshman Mark Cle-
ments, Chagrin Falls, and sopho-
more Willie Jones. Clemens, wrest-
ling in the 177-poun- d class, was
decisioned by Ashland's Ron
Woddie, 5-- 0. Jones, the first blind
wrestler on the Hill, was decisioned
by Larry Johnson, 8-- 1, in the 190-poun- d
class.
Seventeen members of the Woos-
ter squad wrestled.
The quadrangular was run as
a triple dual meet. The dual meet
scores were: Adrian 25, Wooster
9; Ashland 30, Wooster 6; Akron
46, Wooster 0; Ashland 33, Akron
13 ; Akron 33, Adrian 3 ; and Ash-
land 33, Adrian 3. Ashland fin-
ished the day with a perfect 3-- 0
record, while Akron finished 2-- 1,
Adrian 1-- 2, and Wooster 0-- 3.
The Scots were without the ser-
vices of their captain and top mat-ma- n,
Steve Lynch. Lynch develop-
ed an illness late in the week, and
it is not known how serious or how
long he will be out of the lineup.
Also missing from the starting
lineup due to illness was junior
Tom LaMonica.
SETS
when the near-capaci- ty crowd
gave him a standing ovation.
The rarely emotional Tom Dinger
had a lot to be proud of.
The 48 points gave Tom 362 for
the season and 1,335 for his career
with one and a half seasons ahead
of him. He is already fourth on
the all time scoring list behind Bill
Gribble ('66) 1,398, Earl Shaw
('50) 1,491, and Dan Thomas
('60) 1,594, and may surpass
them all before this season is over.
Dinger is fifth among the nation's
scorers, not including last week,
and his present 32.9 average
should move him up to fourth or
third.
Next week's schedule includes an
interesting game with the Akron
Goodyears, on Wednesday, but to-
morrow Wooster will be playing
for keeps against Walsh. Coach
Van Wie expressed his apprecia-
tion for the student support last
week. 'The players are glad to
be back in front of the students
again," he said. And that's where
the Scots will be tomorrow night
at 8 p.m., playing one game at
a time!
AAU Titlists, Scots
In Benefit Game
For Bluecoat Fund
Area basketball fans will have
a chance to watch one of the coun-
try's top amateur cage attractions
next Wednesday night, Jan. 21,
when the Akron Goodyears meet
Wooster's Scots in the New Physi-
cal Education Center at 8 p.m.
The Goodyears, winners of the
Amateur Athletic Union (AAU)
basketball title twice in the past
six years and champions of the
Intercontinental Basketball Tour-
nament in 1968 and 1969, will
field a team composed of the com-
pany's management trainees, who
were college cage stars during the
past few seasons.
Chuck Bloedorn, Recreation Di-
rector for Goodyear, volunteered
his team for the game which will
be a benefit contest for Wooster's
Bluecoat Fund, set up after the
July 4 floods of last year in which
two Wooster policemen lost their
lives.
The Goodyears, under the direc-
tion of Hank Vaughn, have won
438 games and lost just 182 over
the past several seasons.
For this game only, no season
tickets or college ID's will be
honored. Admission will be in the
form of a one dollar minimum
donation and seats will be on a
first-com- e, first-serve- d basis.
MORE ON
Lumumba
(Continued from Page 1)
north and south it will be a history
of glory and dignity. ... We are
Africans and we wish to remain
Africans. We have our philosophy,
our customs and tradiitons which
are as noble as those elsewhere.
We are determined to contribute
to the liberation of Africa, land of
our ancestors; through our cohe-
sion and solidarity.
Lumumba is not dead, Lumum-
bas is still alive in the hearts of
all Africans. The people of Congo
and Africa will undoubtedly de-
cide their future free from foreign
intereference. Difficulties and un-
certainties will have to be faced,
but the victors in the final battle
for African emancipation will
spring from the blood of Lumum-
ba.
Down with Colonialism
Down with racism
Long live Lumumba
Long live African Independence
and Unity.
Your brother,
Pierre R. Senda
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TOM DINGER, Wooster's candidate for an Ail-Ameri- can
berth, hooks in two of his record-cettin- g 48 points against
Ohio Wesleyan in the Scots' 94-6- 4 victory. Dinger's 21 field
goals in the game also set a new record and the Mansfieldjunior is now just a long jump shot away from becoming the
all-ti- me Wooster scoring champ. He has 1,335 points in less
than three seasons; the record is 1,594 in four campaigns.
VOICE Sports Photos (Henry Caldwell)
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by Paul Meyer
With a massive growth in sport's money and TV exposure, the10's became "The Golden Age of Sport." However, we think these
same trends may combine to make the 1970's "The Ludicrous Age
of Sport."
Here we go, then, with a not-too-serio- us look at how some
sports may develop in the coming 10 years.
Professional basketball will spread outside the United States
to Europe, Africa and South America, making a total of 32 teams
split among four different divisions. The six top teams in each
division qualify for the playoffs. This will provide more television
exposure, insure greater excitement in the individual races
and extend the season until the Fourth of July.
College basketball will see the 10-fo- ot basket become just an-
other museum piece (along with Naismith's original peach basket).
Instead, the basket will be raised to 14 fret, the small, playmaking
guard will be no more and teams will be composed of six men, all
of whom must be 6-1- 0 or taller.
Pro football will become the nation's most televised sport, with
a game scheduled for each day of the week (and two on Sunday).
The fans, however, won't be able to see more than just a few minutes
of action, since by the middle of the decade, commercials will take
up 85 percent of the entire time. More people will be able to identify
Coke as "the real thing" than can tell you what a post pattern is. The
leading passer will be judged not by how many touchdown passes
he's thrown, but by how many night clubs he owns or by how many
razors he's endorsed.
In the collegiate ranks, people will forget about the wire
service polls as determiners of the No. 1 team. The top team
will be selected either by the President of the United States, who
will then award a commemorative plaque, or by the coaches
who merely proclaim their teams "No. 1" and say "to the end
zone with anyone else." There will be more "bowls" in college
football than in your average restaurant. If your team isn't in-
vited to one, you can always have your own.
Finally, major league baseball (if it hasn't already) will develop
into the nation's biggest bore unless the Vietnam war is still "con-tinya-ing- ."
The only color left in the game will be on the tube. Players
will be too busy counting their money and flashing "Peace" signs
to count balls and strikes or flash the "hit and run" sign. Expansion
will rival that of pro football and "a team in every city" will replace
"a chicken in every pot" as the nation's byword. This expansion will
completely kill the minor leagues and college baseball will become
the majors' proving grounds. Even Little League may not be safe
any more.
And, to top it all off, the Cleveland Indians will win a pennant!
Friday, January 16, 1970
State Volleyball
Tourney Here
The College of Wooster will
sponsor a women's volleyball state
tournament at the Physical Educa-
tion Center next Friday and Sa-
turday.
The tournament, under the di-
rection of Ginny Hunt, has attract-
ed 12 teams from throughout Ohio
colleges. On Friday, the 12 teams
will be organized into two divi-
sions and will play a round robin
schedule in their respective divi-
sions for a total of five games.
Then, on Saturday, the top two
teams from each division will com-
pete for the championship with
semi-final- s scheduled for 11 a.m.
and the finals for 1 p.m.
Friday's action begins at noon
and there are games slated for 1
and 2 p.m. and another set at 7,
8 and 9 p.m. Admission will be
25 cents for each session.
Wooster, the host team, is to be
joined by Ohio Wesleyan, Baldwin-Wallac-e,
Kent State, Bowling
Green, Ashland, Muskingum, Cap-
ital, Wittenberg, Dayton, Mt. St.
Joseph's (Cincinnati) and Hiram.
Asked to name a favorite, Miss
Hunt tabbed Wooster.
Who else?
Schreiber On Radio
Dr. William I. Schreiber, chair-
man of Wooster's German depart-
ment, will make a guest appear-
ance on the Alan Douglas radio
show, next Thursday, Jan. 22. The
program, broadcast live from
WKYC, 1100 in Cleveland, and
from WJAS, 1330 in Pittsburgh,
will be carried in 40 states
throughout the nation from 10
p.m. until midnight.
The topic of the program will be
"Our Amish Neighbors," and is to
be based on Dr. Schreiber's book
of the same name. The book, writ-
ten in 1963, and now in its fifth
printing, has won national acclaim.
Dr.. Schreiber and Mr. Douglas
will discuss his book, along with
a new interdepartmental course to
be offered at Wooster in the spring
quarter, "Amish Life and Reli
gion.
This will be Dr. Schreiber's first
appearance on the show, although
he has appeared on similar shows
in Canton. His appearance was ar-
ranged by a local citizen, Mr. Wil-
lis Miller, who recently appeared
on the program.
Dr. Schreiber, who came to
Wooster in 1937, has been chair-
man of the German department
since 1941. He received his mas-
ters in philosophy from the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, and his PhD
in German from the University of
Illinois. Before coming to Woos-
ter, he taught at the University of
Illinois, and at Parsons College.
CITY
IMPORTED PIPES HAND BLENDED TOBACCOS
DELICATESSEN
PAPERBACK BOOKS
Open 6:30 a.m. 12:30
200 S. Market St.
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SOPHOMORE JOE CUMMINGS heads for the water during
last Saturday's 61-4- 2 loss to Oberlin in the swimmers' first
dual meet of the season. Cummings placed third in his
specialty, the 1 ,000-yar-d freestyle.
Swimmers Lose Dua
Meet To Oberlin
by Tom Hathaway
VOICE Sports Writer
The College of Wooster dropped
its opening dual swim meet to
Ohio Conference rival Oberlin
College 61-4- 2 last Saturday at
Severance Pool.
The swimming Scots took first
in four of the 10 events. Bob Bruce
shaved a second and a half off
his old school record in the 200-yar- d
freestyle to finish first in
that event with a time of 1 :57.5.
He was a close second in the 100-yar- d
freestyle to Oberlin's Rich
Lehman and his time of 51.5 was
only a tenth of a second off an-
other school mark.
A pair of freshmen figured
greatly in the scoring. Bob Mat-che- ll
placed first in the 50-yar-d
freestyle and third in the 100-yar-d
freestyle. Jim Imler picked up a
first in the 200-yar- d backstroke
and was second to Matchett in the
50-yar- d freestyle.
The 400-yar- d freestyle relay was
taken by the Wooster team of Mat-
chett, Imler, Bruce and Bob Ed-
wards with a time of 3:41.2.
"The score was about what I
expected it to be," commented
Wooster coach Pat O'Brien after
the meet. "Matchett's :52.4 third
WCWS (91.9 mc) presents the Texaco-Metropolit- an Opera
featuring Mozart's "Die Zauberfloete" (The Magic Flute)
Saturday at 2 p.m. In the cast will be soprano Teresa Zylis-Gar- a,
soprano Lucia Popp, tenor Nicolai Gedda, baritone
Hermann Prey, bass Jerome Hines, and baritone Walter
Cassel. Conductor Stanislaw Skrowaczewski will be making
his Metropolitan Opera broadcast debut.
NEWS
MAGAZINES
a.m. Sunday 'Til 10:00
Ph. 262-515- 1
place time in the 100-yar- d free-
style was impressive. Imler's time
of :23.4 in the 200-yar- d back-
stroke was good, but I think he
can improve."
The Scots have no meet tomor-
row and travel to Case Tech next
Saturday.
SUMMARY
Oberlin 61, Wooster 42
400-Yar- d Medley Relay Oberlin (Ken
Wasser, Dan Hinnch, Dave Weinkauff,
Rich Lehmann) 4:41.0.
1000-Yar-d Freestyle Bill Little (O.),
11:50.6, Bob Edwards (W), Joe Cum-
mings (W).
200-Yar- d Freestyle Bob Bruce (W),
1:51.5, Dan Hinrich (O), Kent Bailey (O).
50-Ya- rd Freestyle Bob Matchett (W),
:23.5, Jim Imler (W), David Starks (O).
200-Yar- d Individual Medley Rich Leh-
mann (O), 2:20.9, Jim Cashell (W), Harry
Osterman (W).
Diving Oberlin (no diving facilities).
200-Yar- d Butterfly Dave Weinkauff
(O), 2:24.5, Jerry Powell (O), Jim Henry
(W).
100-Ya- rd Freestyle Rich Lehmann (0),
:5 1.2, Bob Bruce (W), Bob Matchett (W).
200-Ya- rd Freestyle Jim Imler (W),
2:23.4, Ken Wasser and Ken Nelson (0),
tie.
500-Yar- d Freestyle Bill Litle (0),
5:44.5. Jim Cashell (W), Dave Starks (0).
200-Yar- d Breastroke Dan Hinrich (0),
2:22.4, Dave Weinkauff (0), Jim Henry
(W).
400-Yar- d Freestyle Relay Wooster
(Bob Matchett, Jim Imler, Bob Edwards,
Bob Bruce), 3:41.2.
AM
Hauenstein FCA Prexy
The kickoff meeting of the College of Wooster Chapter of
the Fellowship of Christian Athletes was held Thursday, Jan. 8
in Lowry Center. The new organization, more commonly known
as the FCA, has initiated a membership drive which will continue
throughout the month of January. Yearly dues are $5 for college
athletes and $11 for adults who wish to be sponsors for the
Wooster chapter.
Included in the membership dues will be a national mem-
bership card and a year's subscription to "The Christian Athlete"
magazine.
The objective of the organization is to promote Christian
ideals amony today's athletes. Bi-wee- kly meetings have programs
typical of the FCA's first in January when the group viewed the
film "Weekend of Champions" with such FCA stars as Bart Starr,
Rex Kern, world trampoline champion George Hery, Bill Glass,
and the world's strongest man, Paul Anderson.
Officers were elected for the remainder of 1970; President,
Kim Hauenstein; Vice-Preside- nt, Dave Hopkins; Secretary-treasure- r,
John Houser; and Bulletin Chairman, Eric Hummel.
Anyone interested in obtaining a membership may do so
by contacting Hauenstein or Houser at 525, or bringing their
membership dues to the next meeting scheduled for Jan. 20.
Sigs Land Eight On All-St- ar Team,
Kappa Sigs Rule Volleyball Roost
Sixth Section, whose two teams
placed first arid second in last
season's Intramural Football Lea-
gue standings, had a total of eight
players named to the loop's All-St- ar
team, intramural director Ron
Mayer announced last week.
Title-winnin- g Sixth Blue cap-
tured three spots, but runnerup
Sixth Gold had five men on the
team, more than any other squad
in the league.
Fifth had four on the All-Leagu- e
team, Seventh three and Third
two.
In one final football note, And-
rews 1-- 2 was officially named
champion of the B League with
a 7-- 0 record. Andrews 3-Doug- lass
was runnerup with 5-- 2.
Second AA leads the Intramural
Volleyball League with a 6-- 0 slate
as of Jan. 11 games. Third AA,
after a 2-- 1 upset of Seventh AA,
is second at 5-- 1, while Seventh AA
stands third with 4-- 1.
In the B League, Kenarden I
For All Your Banking Needs
THE CITIZENS NATIONAL DANK
A FULL SERVICE BANK
Public Square
Market at South 1955 Cleveland Road
Wooster, Ohio FDIC
Amster Shoes
IS NOW IN PROGRESS
Over 5,000 Pairs of Famous Brand Footwear Reduced
SHOP NOW! SAVE $3 TO $10
A PAIR ON NEEDED FOOTWEAR
2,000 Pairs on Racks for Convenient Selection
STER SHOES
finest footwear values anywhere!
leads with 5-- 1, a half game
ahead of Kenarden C-- D (4-1-).
ALL-LEAG- UE FOOTBALL 1969
Offense
ENDS: Mike Milligan (6B), Clyde Gai-to- n
(3).
TACKLES: Bill Hooker (7), Bob Mora-hea- d
(5).
CENTER: Paul Becka (5).
QUARTERBACK: John Weaver (6B).
BLOCKING BACKS: Ian MacGreger (5),
Gary Thomicroft (6G).
Defense
ENDS: Terry Finnegan (6G), Bill Reuse
(7).
MIDDLE GUARD: Denny Keyes (6G).
LINEBACKERS: Paul Meyer (6C), Sieve
Lynch (6G), Mike Carrico (6B), Keilh
Griffon (7).
SAFETIES: Steve Kubico (5), John Baelz
(3).
A LEAGUE VOLLEYBALL
Team W L
1. 2AA 6 0
2. 3AA 5 1
3. 7AA 4 1
4. 5A 4 2
5. 6A 3 2
6. Ind. 3 3
7. 2A 2 4
8. 4A 1 4
7A 1 4
10. 3A 1 5
11. 8A 0 4
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MORE ON
(Continued from Page 1)
tion, "At what loss in quality?"
And this is a matter of adminis-
trative policy, which has intended
to keep class sizes small, as part
of the small-tow- n experience.
Third, there is the cost of keep
ing up with technological change
in education and in the way
schools are run. The purchase of
new scientific equipment, ever
more sophisticated, and the addi-
tion of a computer are examples
of this type of cost push.
Finally, there is the prohlem of
how the students themselves are
to meet the rising costs. Financial
aid has quadrupled from ten years
ago, hut the 400 percent increase
again represented an increase in
the cost of operating the college.
Student Aid expenditures always
well exceed income, and the differ-
ence is passed along to the entire
student body, 60 percent of whom
are not receiving aid. When the
regular progress of our steadily
inflating economy is figured into
the bargain, the result is the exist-
ing cost inflation.
The accompanying table shows
increases in tuition, room and
board prices and total costs since
1956. In that time, Wooster's cost
has also risen relative to all other
small colleges, in Ohio and the
Midwest; the administration feels
that this rise has been matched in
the quality of education offered,
so we now stand near the top in
M
both academic excellence and
costs.
This year's increase, one of the
three largest in that period, has
sent total costs over $3,000 for
the first time. The tuition increase
also included $80 to $100 in fees
from other budget headings which
had become unwieldy and were
incorporated therein.
The one year no costs rose,
1962-63- , some students were hit
by the switch from variable room
costs to a one-co- st system. Gener
56- -57
57- -58
58- -59
59- -60
61- - 62
62- -63
63- - 64
64- -65
65- -66
66- - 67
67- - 68
68- -69
69- -70
70- -71
Total Increase:
1659
$440
440
440
480
480
480
500
520
520
520
520
520
560
561
50
$240
240
240
260
300
300
340
340
340
380
380
380
415
414
$1330
1500
1600
1680
1880
1880
2179
2326
2486
2601
2728
2864
3165
3337
120 175 2007
odern
ally, tuition costs have increased
at a rate of 10.4 percent per year,
total costs at 7.0 percent
Cheap Paper
One facet of the College that
feels the pressure right now is
the Book otore. Mr. Noll pointed
to a small pad of pale-yello- w legal
sheets, bound in red and priced at
29 cents, which was the store's new
version of the green-boun- d, 30 cent
pad of last year. The difference
was in the quality of paper in the
pad, easily visible to those who
COLLEGE OF WOOSTER EXPENSES 1 956-7- 1
$ 600
650
725
900
1040
1040
1230
1350
1500
1575
1700
1800
2088
2259f
$ 50
75
175
140
0
190
120
150
75
125
100
288f
171
Average per Yean 1 1 8.3
Maximum. Rates varied $80 to $100 per year.
Based on price levels for 1957-59100.- 0 All
flncludes approximately $100 in fees henceforth
Sources: The College Catalog, Treasurer's Office,
Finance, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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8.3
15.3
24.2
15.6
0.0
18.3
9.8
11.1
5.0
7.9
5.9
15.6f
8.2
4-
-
$170
100
80
140
0
299
147
160
115
127
136
301
172
12.8
6.7
5.0
8.0
0.0
15.9
6.8
6.9
4.6
4.9
5.0
10.5
5.4
8?
si
94.7
98.0
100.7
101.5
104.2
105.4
106.7
108.1
109.9
113.1
116.3
120.9
10.4 146.2 7.0
products,
under tuition.
Vice President of Business and
FF
Lib
ALL SALES FINAL
NO EXCHANGES
had used the darker-yello- w sheets
of the 30 cent version.
Although the price of paper,
and therefore of books, has not
risen as fast as the cost of living,
manufacturers have recently start-
ed to escalate. Improvements in
technology had kept paper pro-
duction costs relatively low, and
price changes, when they came,
were announced months ahead of
time, giving ample opportunity to
stock at the lower price. But
prices have already risen twice
this year, early in September and
again last week, with only a day
or two notice given.
Whereas it was once possible to
set prices in September, allowing
for a few increases, and maintain
them at one level through June,
this is no longer the case. Many
textbooks cost more now than last
fall, and will cost even more next
fall.
Another new technique is push-
ing invoices fast on the heels of
delivery, so that the money due
has no chance to decline in value,
as it did formerly when, by agree-
ment, September bills were often
paid 30 to 90 days after the book
rush. Noll displayed an invoice for
slightly over a dollar, sent at per-
haps forty-fiv- e cents labor cost by
a creditor.
Although the rise in prices has
forced many book dealers to fold
or devote large parts of their shops
to other goods, Noll feels that the
rary
300-40- 0 Titles While They Last
Were
$045
Nov
$125
$J95 $145
Also, Our Buyer from England Has Sent a Box of Goodies!
SEE THESE! BUY THEM!
College 00 k Store
College Book Store can survive
because of its location. Many other
goods are sold there, of course,
and are felt to be responsible for
the store's running in the black.
"It takes a sale of $100,000 in
books a year to support an owner
with one clerk. If we did not have
soft goods, cards, and supplies, we
would be a loss operation."
"Abbey Lane" at Cost
Out of these areas, the store
suffers from a volume shortage.
Prices on film and sundries are
high, but they are kept in stock
as a service for those who don't
care to walk to bulk dealers at
Buckeye Mart. The Beatles' Abbey
Lane was cut almost to cost as
an incentive, but Buckeye's selling
it at $1 below cost was just im-
possible to match.
With paper costs rising, and
money getting tighter, transporta-
tion costs are rising, too, and the
customary 20 percent margin on
the chief stocks-in-trad- e, books and
supplies, is being eaten away.
Raising prices will soon be the
Book Store's sole alternative to
going deep in the red. Noll feels
that not much can be done about
it, if the store is ta maintain its
present level of service.
Robert Bruce, Director of Ath-
letics, states that the cost of athle-
tic equipment has gone up 7 to 10
percent in each of the last three
years. Food prices, minimum
wages for student employees, and
staff pay have kept pace with the
cost of living.
Dr. Jenny forsees no change in
the inflationary tendency of the
national economy, Mr. William
Baird of the Economics Depart-
ment feels it is unlikely, and that
blame is being directed both at
the President and at Congress, the
recent tax cut being the opposite
of what is required from a text-
book analysis.
While College employees at all
levels are unlikely to vote them-
selves a five-yea-r moratorium on
salary increases, Dr. Jenny feels
at least one of the causes of the
cost rise might be helped. "The
inflationary cost of higher educa-
tion is not about to stop until it
can change the whole way we
teach. The way of education must
change, and the scarcity of in-
structional personnel must be re-
placed by an abundant supply of
teachers."
What might be in store for this
college should the present pattern
of rising costs continue, remains
to be seen. Extrapolation from the
existing data, including next year's
figures, puts the $4,000 year with-
in the forseeable future.
FLAIR TRAVEL
For Alumni, Faculty
Students, Parents
and Friends
22 Day Orient Tour,
featuring Expo 70
22 Day European Tour
and 7 Day Green
Island Cruise
1 5 Day Alpine Tour
including the Passion
Play at Oberammergau
264-650- 5
346 East Bowman St.
Travel with Flair
